How To: View NFS Shares

Another day, another step to further configure the Helios 4 based network storage. Today I was configuring access from NFS access.

View NFS shares with showmount Command

showmount command isn’t usually installed on Linux system by default, so you will probably need to install it. On my Linux Mint system, I installed it like this:

greys@xps:~$ sudo apt install nfs-client

Once installed, showmount can be used to show NFS network shares by specifying an IP address of the NAS server.

greys@xps:~$ showmount -e 192.168.1.70
Export list for 192.168.1.70:
/volume1/Stuff  192.168.1.103,192.168.1.102

That’s it for today! Will keep you posted on further progress.
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